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The Gravitational Wave (GW) event GW 170817 was generated by the coalescence of two32
neutron stars (NS) and produced an electromagnetic transient, labelled AT 2017gfo, that was33
target of a massive observational campaign. Polarimetry, a powerful diagnostic tool for prob-34
ing the geometry and emission processes of unresolved sources, was obtained for this event.35
The observed linear polarization was consistent with being mostly induced by intervening36
dust, suggesting that the intrinsic emission was weakly polarized (P < 0.4 − 0.5%). In this37
paper, we present and discuss a detailed analysis of the linear polarization expected from38
a merging NS binary system by means of 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer simulations39
assuming a range of possible configurations, wavelengths, epochs and viewing angles. We40
find that polarization originates from the non-homogeneous opacity distribution within the41
ejecta and can reach levels of P ∼ 1% at early times (1−2 days after the merger) and in the42
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optical R band. Smaller polarization signals are expected at later epochs and/or different43
wavelengths. From the viewing-angle dependence of the polarimetric signal, we constrain44
the observer orientation of AT 2017gfo within ∼ 65◦ from the polar direction. The detec-45
tion of non-zero polarization in future events will unambiguously reveal the presence of a46
lanthanide-free ejecta component and unveil its spatial and angular distribution.47
The discovery of GW 1708171 and its electromagnetic counterpart AT 2017gfo has definitely48
been an epochal event. It was generated by the merging of two NSs and produced a transient elec-49
tromagnetic source, dubbed “kilonova” or “macronova” (hereafter referred to as kilonova). This50
transient event was intensively followed with all the main ground-based and space-borne facilities2,51
thus allowing us to study the evolution of the kilonova and later of the afterglow of the Gamma-52
Ray Burst GRB 170817A3, 4. The optical/near-infrared observations were carried out by several53
teams5–9 and delivered an almost continuous spectro-photometric and polarimetric coverage of the54
kilonova for about a couple of weeks since discovery. Some of the main observables for this cate-55
gory of sources were predicted a long time ago and the general agreement with the observational56
results is truly remarkable10–19. Nevertheless, several details – like ejecta mass, velocity, compo-57
sition and distribution – are still unclear despite them being crucial to e.g. turn the GW detection58
into true rates, allow a comparison of kilonova detection limits from optical and infrared surveys59
with GW data and compare the heavy-element yields with cosmic abundances. It is therefore60
of paramount importance to identify new observational diagnostics able to give complementary61
information.62
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Among these, optical and near-infrared polarimetry is of great interest since it can be sen-63
sitive to the intrinsic geometry of the source, the composition of the emitting region material,64
and their dynamical evolution. Some of these properties are not easily constrained by the anal-65
ysis of (current) ordinary light curves and spectra. On the other hand, apart from a few general66
considerations20, 21, there are no detailed and quantitative published studies describing the expected67
linear polarization signatures from a kilonova produced by the merging of a NS binary system. In68
this paper, we first discuss the theoretical scenario adopted to model the kilonova evolution from69
about 1 day to roughly a week after the GW event. We then present linear polarization predictions70
for different wavelengths and observer orientations, and discuss the role played by several factors71
that cannot be unambiguously determined from other observations, such as the geometry and the72
opening angles of the adopted ejecta components. Finally, we provide some guidelines to drive73
future polarimetric observations of kilonovae, with or without accompanying GW data. A more74
detailed description of the adopted models, radiative transfer simulations and results is given in the75
Methods.76
Kilonova models77
Both the outcomes of simulations22–29 and the analysis of the spectro-photometric observations78
of AT 2017gfo7, 8 suggest that kilonovae can be interpreted as the combination of two ejecta con-79
stituents: a first component distributed around the equatorial plane, characterized by high opacities80
of lanthanide elements (lanthanides are a subclass of r−process elements characterized by atomic81
number 57 ≤ Z ≤ 71) and giving rise to a “faint-and-red” kilonova, and a second component in82
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the polar regions, characterized by relatively lower opacities and producing a “bright-and-blue”83
kilonova. Motivated by these considerations, we construct a two-component ejecta model where84
(i) high-opacity lanthanide-rich materials are distributed close to the equatorial plane while (ii)85
lanthanide-free materials with lower opacities occupy regions at higher latitudes (see Fig. 1). De-86
spite the general agreement between the two-component model and AT 2017gfo light curves and87
spectra, we note that current models22, 24, 27, 30 struggle to reproduce the high velocities of the blue88
component and the high masses of the red component inferred for AT 2017gfo7, 8, 31–33. However,89
the general polarization behaviours predicted in this work (such as the viewing angle, wavelength90
and time dependence of the signal) are expected to hold with using a different and/or more sophis-91
ticated kilonova scenario.92
We construct our fiducial model following suggestions from both hydrodynamical simula-93
tions and the analysis of the spectro-photometric data of AT 2017gfo7, 8, 22–29, 31–33. Specifically, we94
adopt spherical ejecta with an half-opening angle of Φ = 30◦ for the lanthanide-rich region, set95
the whole ejecta mass between vin = 0.05 c and vout = 0.3 c to Mej = 0.03M and use a power-96
law density profile ρ(v) = ρin (v/vin)−3, where the density at vin is ρin = 1.2 × 10−12 g cm−3.97
We place the photospheric surface at vph = 0.15 c, which at 1.5 days from the merger corre-98
sponds to a photospheric density of ρph = 5.6 × 10−14 g cm−3 and ∼ 0.01M of ejecta mass99
above the photosphere. The ejecta are assumed to be in homologous expansion (see Methods -100
Our model: densities, opacities, and velocities.). Using the Monte Carlo radiative transfer code101
POSSIS34, 35, we calculate polarization levels for our fiducial model at different epochs and wave-102
lengths. Photon packets are created unpolarized at vph, emitted assuming constant surface bright-103
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ness and propagated throughout the whole ejecta where they can be either polarized by Thom-104
son (electron) scattering or depolarized by bound-bound line interactions. Electron scattering and105
wavelength-dependent bound-bound opacities are taken from numerical simulations15, 19, and their106
time-dependence taken into account to investigate the polarization at different epochs (see Meth-107
ods - Opacity calculations for lanthanide-rich and lanthanide-free ejecta for further details). Photon108
packets escaping the ejecta are collected and used to calculate continuum polarization signals at109
different viewing angles θobs, where cos θobs = 0 corresponds to an observer in the equatorial110
plane.111
Polarization112
Results of the polarimetric campaign devoted to AT 2017gfo are reported in 5. Observations at113
five epochs, from about 1.5 days to almost 10 days, were secured. A linear polarization of P =114
(0.50 ± 0.07)% was measured during the first epoch, while stringent upper limits were placed on115
the following epochs, all consistent with the former measurement. The observed polarization level116
was consistent with that shown by several stars in the field of view of the optical counterpart, and117
therefore could be totally due to polarizing effect of dust along the line of sight36.118
In contrast to the case of supernovae (where the overall continuum polarization signal is119
driven by the shape of the photosphere37), we find that the origin of linear polarization in kilono-120
vae mainly resides in the asymmetric distribution of lanthanide-rich material in the ejecta, resulting121
in higher line opacities in regions closer to the equatorial plane. This leads to a net polarization sig-122
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nal since radiation from low latitudes is typically depolarized by line interactions while that from123
higher latitudes is more likely polarized by electron scattering interactions (see inset of Fig. 2)124
at favourable wavelengths and times (see below). The polarization levels predicted at rest-frame125
wavelengths (7000 A˚, R band) and epochs (1.5 days) corresponding to the first polarimetric obser-126
vation of AT 2017gfo are shown in Fig. 2. Owing to the axial symmetry of the model, the linear127
polarization signal is carried by the Stokes parameter Q while the Stokes parameter U is null (see128
caption of Fig. 2 for a definition of Q and U ), i.e. P ≡√Q2 + U2 = |Q|. The polarization signal129
peaks at P = |Q| ∼ 0.8% for an observer in the equatorial plane (cos θobs = 0) and then decreases130
to smaller and smaller values moving towards the pole (cos θobs = 1) since both ejecta components131
are axially symmetric by construction and thus become increasingly closer to circular symmetry132
in projection. Our simulations show that signals of the order of 1% may therefore be detected for133
future kilonova events observed in the R band, at early times and at favourable viewing angles (i.e.134
observer orientations close to the equatorial plane). Such polarization levels are detectable for a135
wide range of magnitudes with current instrumentation.136
Owing to the strong time and frequency dependence of line opacities, the polarization signal137
is found to vary considerably as a function of both epoch and wavelength (see Fig. 3). First, we138
predict a drop in polarization on short time-scales following the rapid increase of line opacities139
with time in both lanthanide-free and lanthanide-rich ejecta (due to a rapid temperature drop and140
neutralization, see Figs. 5-6). At 7000 A˚, the polarization level along the equator decreases from141
∼ 0.8% at 1.5 days (first epoch of AT 2017gfo) to only ∼ 0.1% one day after (second epoch),142
becoming negligible at later epochs (see Fig. 3). Secondly, the strong wavelength-dependence of143
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line opacities and the presence of two different ejecta components combine to give a maximum144
polarization signal around 7000 A˚. Moving to shorter wavelengths (5000 A˚), depolarizing bound-145
bound transitions become the dominant source of opacities in both ejecta components (see Fig. 5)146
and thus the resulting polarization level is smaller (P . 0.1% at all viewing angles). At longer147
wavelengths (10 000 and 15 000 A˚), instead, the relative importance of electron scattering to the148
total opacity increases in the lanthanide-rich ejecta. Compared to the case at 7000 A˚, some po-149
larizing contributions from the lanthanide-rich ejecta cancel part of the polarizing contributions150
from the lanthanide-free ejecta , thus biasing the overall polarization signal to smaller values. As151
a result, our simulations clearly indicate early-time spectropolarimetry in the R band as the best152
observational strategy to detect polarization in future kilonova events.153
Polarization dependence on model parameters154
Absolute polarization levels depend on three main parameters that are uncertain and difficult to es-155
timate from both hydrodynamical simulations and the analysis of the spectro-photometric observa-156
tions of AT 2017gfo: the overall shape of the ejecta, the half-opening angle Φ and the photospheric157
velocity vph.158
The polarization signal imprinted by the global shape of the ejecta is subdominant compared159
to that induced by the asymmetric distribution of lanthanide-rich material. Our calculations (see160
Methods - Simulation results) indicate that ellipsoidal ejecta with axial ratio of 0.75 (i.e. semi-161
minor axis 25 per cent shorter than semi-major axis) and lanthanide-free opacities would produce162
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only P . 0.04%, a level which is much lower than those obtained from the asymmetric distribution163
of lanthanide-rich materials (P ∼ 0.8%, see Fig. 2 and discussion above).164
The impact of Φ on the polarization signal is illustrated in Fig. 4. For observers close to the165
equatorial plane (cos θobs . 0.2), the maximum polarization signal is reached for Φ = 30◦ when166
the solid angle subtended by the lanthanide-rich ejecta component is 2pi, i.e. half of the full solid167
angle (see inset in Fig. 2). The partial coverage of the photosphere by the lanthanide-rich ejecta168
is less effective in polarizing the escaping flux for both lower and higher values of Φ, therefore169
resulting in lower signals. Nevertheless, similar polarization degrees are found for cos θobs & 0.4170
regardless of the value of Φ. For favourable viewing angles, comparisons between our models and171
the combination of future spectro-photometric and polarimetric observations of kilonovae will be172
critical to constrain the angular structures of the two ejecta components, a result which can not be173
achieved by any other means.174
The exact location of the photosphere (expressed in terms of the photospheric velocity vph)175
has a relatively large impact on the polarization signal. In general, moving the photosphere deeper176
inside the ejecta leads to larger polarization since less unpolarized radiation manages to escape the177
lanthanide-rich regions. For instance, placing the photosphere at vph = 0.1 c gives a polarization178
of P ∼ 1.9% for an equatorial viewing angle, roughly twice as large compared to the fiducial179
case with vph = 0.15 c. In addition to the uncertain values of vph, we note that the absolute180
values of polarization might also be dependent on our assumption of a single photosphere. In181
reality, the different opacities in the two ejecta components correspond to different locations of182
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the photosphere, with the lanthanide-rich region producing photons farther out compared to the183
lanthanide-free region. We defer a more detailed treatment of the photosphere to a future study184
(when new hydrodynamical models and observational data will likely clarify the scenario) while185
stressing that the general polarization behaviours identified in this work are expected to hold.186
Constraints on the polarization of AT 2017gfo187
Beside predicting polarization signatures for kilonovae, our simulations are also crucial to estimate188
the intrinsic signal in AT 2017gfo (and future events). As shown in Fig. 3, the R band polariza-189
tion level turns out to be negligible at all viewing angles starting from ∼ 2 days after the merger.190
The signal detected after ∼ 2 days in AT 2017gfo5 is therefore dominated by interstellar polariza-191
tion (ISP), which we estimate to be Pdust = (0.49 ± 0.05)%. Reasonably assuming that the ISP192
is the only source of polarization at late epochs and subtracting it from the one at 1.5 days (see193
Methods - Upper limits to AT 2017gfo intrinsic polarization), a common procedure in supernova194
polarimetry37–39, leads to an upper limit on the intrinsic polarization in AT 2017gfo of P < 0.18%195
at 95% confidence level. From the comparison between this upper limit and our model predic-196
tions in Fig. 2, we conclude that AT 2017gfo was observed within 65 degrees from the polar axis197
(cos θobs & 0.4), a constraint that is less restrictive but consistent with previous estimates based on198
spectral modelling and analysis of the associate short GRB 170817A7, 40, 41 or on the use of inde-199
pendent distance measurements to break the inclination/distance degeneracy of the GW signal1, 42.200
From Fig. 4, we note that the constraints on the inclination of AT 2017gfo are rather insensitive to201
the specific choice of the half-opening angle of the lanthanide-rich region Φ (for 15◦ . Φ . 45◦).202
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Conclusions and future perspectives203
In this work we have, for the first time, made quantitative predictions on the expected linear po-204
larization signature from a kilonova produced by the coalescence of a binary NS system. We205
developed a simple model tailored to match the available observations of AT 2017gfo2, the only206
event of this category identified so far. The model does not include all the possible details that207
are currently under discussion in the literature (e.g. the bright ultraviolet emission detected for208
AT 2017gfo a few hours after the merger43) since they are either not expected to have an important209
effect on the derived polarization signature or their inclusion is still controversial22–29. Neverthe-210
less, as far as polarization is concerned, our simple model proved to be flexible enough to allow211
us to effectively study the role of several parameters and derive fairly solid general conclusions.212
The model disregards the possible polarization contribution from the GRB afterglow since this is213
negligible during the kilonova evolution44. At the same time, however, the analysis of kilonova214
polarization is one of the best ways to look at the structure of NS-NS mergers from the angles at215
which we might not expect to see a GRB jet, but only the GW signal.216
Kilonova polarization depends on the viewing angle of the source and is also time- and217
wavelength-dependent. The maximum value should be close to the ∼ 1% level, with some depen-218
dence on (as of yet) not fully constrained model parameters such as the angular distribution of the219
different ejecta and their expansion velocities. The polarization decreases going from equatorial to220
polar viewing angles θobs thus providing an independent way to estimate this important parameter,221
which strongly impacts estimates of true rates from small numbers of detections (e.g. from future222
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sources with less complete datasets than AT 2017gfo). In the case of AT 2017gfo, the viewing angle223
turns out to be smaller than ∼ 65◦, a value that is less restrictive but consistent with other indepen-224
dent estimates from the literature1, 7, 40–42. The polarization maximum should be detectable roughly225
in the R band due to the particular wavelength-dependence of bound-bound opacities combined to226
the presence of two ejecta components. No polarization is expected in the blue part of the optical227
spectrum as far as the ejecta are composed of r-process elements, regardless of whether or not they228
include lanthanides. Already two or three days after the GW event, the intrinsic polarization from229
kilonovae should be virtually zero at any wavelength and viewing angle and this provides a reli-230
able way to subtract the polarization possibly induced by dust along the line of sight. With just one231
observed event it is hard to evaluate how general the features derived from the observations can232
be. While a natural event-to-event variability is foreseeable, the general behaviour should anyway233
follow the results we have described here with some effect on the absolute polarization level.234
Polarimetry is one of the most valuable tools for uncovering the dynamics and physics of NS-235
NS mergers. For instance, detection of non-zero polarization in future events will unambiguously236
reveal the presence of lanthanide-free ejecta, unveil their spatial distribution – which can not be237
investigated by any other means – and thus allow us to study the merger dynamics responsible for238
synthesizing a diversity of r-process elements. At the same time, different results and likely higher239
polarization degrees are expected for a kilonova generated by the merging of a BH and a NS, where240
the lanthanide-rich dynamical ejecta are extremely deformed with an axial ratio of∼ 0.2 20, 21. This241
latter case requires a dedicated modelling and will be the target of a future study.242
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Methods243
Expectations from hydrodynamical simulations of the binary merger244
We adopt models of kilonova ejecta which are motivated by both hydrodynamical simulations and245
the observed properties of the optical and near-infrared counterparts of GW170817, AT 2017gfo.246
By hydrodynamical simulations, it is known that the ejecta from NS mergers have at least247
two components: (1) dynamical ejecta and (2) post-merger ejecta or disk wind. The first dynamical248
ejecta is driven by the tidal force as well as the shock heating22, 23. By the tidal disruption, the249
dynamical ejecta tend to be distributed around the equatorial plane. After the dynamical ejection,250
additional mass is ejected from the torus around the central object24–27. The electron fraction Ye251
is an important parameter to determine the nucleosynthetic outcomes of the ejecta components.252
Because the shock heating tends to increase the value of Ye, the dynamical ejecta can have broad253
distribution of Ye. The post-merger ejecta can have higher Ye, due to the irradiation from a neutron254
star at the center, although the exact Ye depends on the life time of a remnant neutron star28, 29. In255
general, polar regions have higher Ye. The mass, Ye, and distribution of Ye in two components may256
vary according to the total mass and mass ratio of the merger.257
If the ejecta include a substantial fraction of lanthanide elements, the kilonova emission258
would be faint and red due to the high opacities of lanthanides13–15. However, if the electron259
fraction is as high as Ye > 0.25, production of lanthanide elements is suppressed19, 28, 45. Thus, the260
ejecta that consist only of such high Ye material produce brighter and bluer emission. Therefore, the261
dynamical ejecta tend to give a faint, red kilonova while the post-merger ejecta are able to produce262
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a bright, blue kilonova if the effects of neutrino irradiation is strong enough. It is noted that these263
connections may be too simple and an interplay between two components is also important45,264
although in the present work we preferred to keep the scenario as simple as possible without265
introducing poorly constrained features.266
Parameters for GW170817267
Multiple ejecta components have also been confirmed in AT 2017gfo. The observed light curves268
can be interpreted by the combination of the blue and red components18, 46. The mass of each269
component is estimated to be ∼ 0.01 − 0.05 M. Since the line of sight for GW170817 is . 30◦270
from the pole1, 7, 40–42, the blue component should exist in the polar direction without being fully271
absorbed by the lanthanide-rich ejecta. This is consistent with the expectations from simulations47.272
However, it is not yet clear if these blue and red components can be readily interpreted as the273
post-merger and dynamical ejecta, respectively. For example, the observed blue component has274
a velocity of v ∼ 0.2 c7, 8, 33, which is higher than the expectation from post-merger ejecta24, 27, 30.275
Also, the observed red component requires a mass31–33 larger than the typical mass from the dy-276
namical mass ejection in the simulations22.277
Our model: densities, opacities and velocities278
Motivated by the simulations and the observations of AT 2017gfo, we adopt a simple model to279
calculate the polarization signals. The ejecta are assumed to be in homologous (free) expansion,280
i.e. material moving at velocity v is located at a radius r = v t at any given time t. This is281
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a safe assumption for kilonovae already a few seconds after the merger. The whole ejecta have282
Mej = 0.03M with a density structure of r−3 from vin = 0.05 c to vout = 0.3 c. The slope of283
the density structure approximates the results of numerical simulations15, 22. The photosphere is284
placed at vph = 0.15 c. The ejecta are assumed to be spherical. This is not necessarily true, in285
particular for the dynamical ejecta, but this choice does not have a large impact on the predicted286
polarization because a dominant part of the signal in our models results from the partial coverage of287
the photosphere (see Methods - Simulation results). The whole ejecta are divided into lanthanide-288
rich and lanthanide-free parts depending on the angle. The separation half-opening angle is taken289
to be Φ ∼ 30◦ in our fiducial model. Since this angle is not well constrained by either theory or290
observations, we vary this parameter in our study and investigate its dependence on the predicted291
polarization (see Methods - Simulation results).292
Opacity calculations for lanthanide-rich and lanthanide-free ejecta293
We calculate wavelength-dependent opacities for our fiducial model using the time-dependent ra-294
diation transfer code 15, 19. For lanthanide-rich ejecta as expected in the dynamical ejecta, we use295
the mass distribution of elements by evenly averaging the nucleosynthesis outcomes from Ye = 0.1296
to Ye = 0.4. This approximates results of numerical simulations19. Although the range includes a297
high Ye, the final abundances include a large fraction of lanthanides (∼ 9% in mass fraction). In298
the lanthanide-rich material, most of the opacity comes from singly or doubly ionized lanthanide299
elements with an open f-shell. In particular, the most important bound-bound transitions are those300
from low-lying (. 5 eV) energy levels. For the lanthanide-free ejecta, we use element abundances301
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from nucleosynthesis calculations with Ye = 0.3 since the exact distribution of Ye in the disk ejecta302
has uncertainties. Since the radial variation of the opacities is not strong above the photosphere, we303
simply use the opacities at the photosphere. On the other hand, the time evolution is quite strong304
reflecting a rapid change in the ionization states, and thus we use corresponding time snapshots305
for polarization calculations. Opacities at epochs corresponding to polarimetric observations of306
AT 2017gfo (1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 5.5 days) are shown in Fig. 5. In particular, bound-bound opacities307
are averaged over a range of ∆λ = 500 A˚ centered at the desired wavelength (see Fig. 6). Using308
this set of opacities, the polarization signals are calculated in a certain wavelength as a post process309
(see Methods - Polarization simulations).310
Polarization simulations311
The three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer code POSSIS (POlarization Spectral Synthe-312
sis In Supernovae) has been used in the past to model polarization spectra of Type Ia supernovae34, 35313
and superluminous supernovae48. Here we extend its application to predict polarization signatures314
of kilonovae. POSSIS adopts the description of the polarization state by the Stokes parameters I ,Q,315
U , where I is the total intensity and Q and U describe the linear polarization (the Stokes parameter316
describing circular polarization, V , is neglected in this work). Monte Carlo photon packets are317
created unpolarized (Q = U = 0) on the spherical photosphere and emitted assuming constant318
surface brightness. Each photon packet streams freely throughout the ejecta until it undergoes319
either a Thomson (electron) scattering or a bound-bound line transition. Bound-free and free-320
free transitions are neglected as their opacities at epochs and wavelengths considered in this study321
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are between ∼ 5 and 12 orders of magnitudes smaller than electron scattering and bound-bound322
opacities. Thomson scattering is assumed to partially polarize the radiation, while bound-bound323
transitions are regarded as depolarizing contributions, a computational choice usually adopted in324
the literature49. If an electron scattering event is selected50, a new direction is sampled from the325
dipole Thomson scattering matrix and the Stokes parameters I , Q and U of the packet transformed326
accordingly51, 52. If a line interaction is selected, the packet is instead re-emitted in a random di-327
rection with no polarization (Q = U = 0). To compute polarization signals for different viewing328
angles, we use the “event-based technique” (EBT) described in 34 as this technique leads to a sub-329
stantial reduction in the Monte Carlo noise compared to a direct-binning approach more usually330
adopted in Monte Carlo simulations. We note that rather smooth flux spectra as those observed in331
AT 2017gfo9 do not preclude rich polarization spectra53. However, opacity data used here (and in332
state-of-the-art simulations) are constructed from a few number atomic species, preventing us to333
predict reliable polarization spectra and draw any firm conclusion about polarization connected to334
individual line transitions.335
Simulation results336
In general, null polarization is predicted for spherical ejecta as each polarizing contribution is337
cancelled by another contribution one quadrant away37. A net polarization signal can be reflect-338
ing either (i) an ejecta morphology departing from circular symmetry in projection or (ii) a non-339
homogeneous asymmetric opacity distribution within the whole ejecta. To explore (i), we compute340
polarization signatures at 7000 A˚ for an ellipsoidal model with axial ratio 0.75 (in the range of the-341
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oretical expectations22) and an homogeneous distribution of lanthanide-free opacities within the342
whole ejecta. When viewed from the equatorial plane, this system is associated with a polarization343
of P1 = 0.04%. Moving towards the pole, the ellipsoids become closer and closer to circular in344
projection and thus the predicted polarization levels becomes increasingly closer to zero. The pre-345
dicted polarization levels are almost negligible due to the combination of small electron scattering346
opacities and of bound-bound line opacities of the same order (κbb ∼ κes ∼ 0.008 cm2 g−1). For a347
comparison, polarization levels of ∼ 2% are predicted in supernova ellipsoidal models with same348
axial ratio, higher electron-scattering opacities and no line opacities54. Polarization levels similar349
to the one at 7000 A˚ (P ∼ P1 ∼ 0.04%) are predicted at both 10 000 and 15 000 A˚, while in-350
creasingly smaller signals are found moving to shorter wavelengths (P ∼ 0.005% at 5000 A˚). To351
explore (ii), we calculate polarization signatures at 7000 A˚ for a spherical model with lanthanide-352
rich opacities distributed around the equator (half-opening angle Φ = 30◦) and lanthanide-free353
opacities in the rest of the ejecta (see Fig. 1). Due to the asymmetric opacity distribution shown354
in Fig. 5 (κlfbb ∼ κlfes ∼ 0.008 cm2 g−1 in lanthanide-free while κlrbb ∼ 1500κlres ∼ 10 cm2 g−1 in355
lanthanide-rich regions), the net polarization is no longer null as expected from spherical models356
but reaches values of P2 = 0.76% 1.5 days after the merger for an equatorial orientation. Since357
P2 >> P1, we conclude that the main source of polarization in kilonovae is given by the asym-358
metric distribution of lanthanide-rich material in the ejecta. For simplicity, the models presented359
in this study thus assume spherical ejecta.360
Because radiation from the lanthanide-rich component is more likely to be depolarized by a361
line interaction before leaving the ejecta, most of the polarizing contributions to the signal come362
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from regions at relatively high latitudes (i.e. closer to the poles). As shown in the inset of Fig. 2,363
these contributions are preferentially associated with Q < 0 values and this explains why the364
models presented in this work produces negative Q polarization. Owing to the symmetry of the365
system about the equatorial plane, instead, U = 0 in all the models (U 6= 0 is expected for a366
different orientation of the equatorial-plane/merging-system on the sky). Deviations from zero inU367
are associated with statistical fluctuations and used as a convenient proxy for the Monte Carlo noise368
inQ (i.e. polarization values are quoted asQ±|U |). As shown in Fig. 2, the maximum polarization369
level (Q ∼ −0.8%) at 7000 A˚ and at 1.5 days after the merger is reached for an observer in370
the equatorial plane (cos θobs = 0), while moving to higher latitudes leads to smaller absolute371
values since both the lanthanide-rich and lanthanide-free components become increasingly closer372
to circular symmetry in projection. As expected, Q = 0 for an observer along the polar direction373
(cos θobs = 1).374
The wavelength-dependence of the polarization signal at 1.5 days after the merger is shown375
in Fig. 3. In general, moving to both shorter and longer wavelengths than 7000 A˚ results into376
smaller polarization levels. This is due to the combination of wavelength-dependent bound-bound377
opacities and the presence of two ejecta components. At shorter wavelengths (5000 A˚), bound-378
bound transitions become the dominant opacity source in both lanthanide-free (κlfbb ∼ 35κlfes) and379
lanthanide-rich (κlrbb ∼ 4200κlres) components of the ejecta. Hence, depolarizing contributions380
dominate the signal and the predicted polarization level is rather small for all the viewing angles381
(P . 0.1%). Moving to longer wavelengths, instead, the relative importance of electron scattering382
to the total opacity increases in the lanthanide-rich ejecta (κlrbb ∼ 1500κes at 7000 A˚, κlrbb ∼ 600κes383
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at 10 000 A˚ and κlrbb ∼ 150κes at 15 000 A˚). As a consequence, part of the polarizing contributions384
from the lanthanide-free region (Q < 0) are cancelled by polarizing contributions one quadrant385
away in the lanthanide-rich region (Q > 0), thus biasing the overall polarization signal towards386
smaller values than those at 7000 A˚.387
At 7000 A˚ and 1.5 days after the merger, κlfbb ∼ κlfes in the lanthanide-free component while388
κlrbb ∼ 1500κlres in the lanthanide-rich component. Only one day after, bound-bound line transitions389
become the dominant source of opacities in all the ejecta, with κlfbb ∼ 4κlfes and κlrbb ∼ 2800κlres.390
Therefore, the rapid increase in bound-bound opacities – and the small change in electron scatter-391
ing opacities – in both ejecta components (see Fig. 6) causes a very fast decrease in polarization392
between 1.5 and 2.5 d from the merger (i.e. the first two epochs of polarimetric observations of393
AT 2017gfo). This is shown in Fig. 3, where the polarization along the equator at 7000 A˚ changes394
from P ∼ 0.8% at 1.5 day to P ∼ 0.1% at 2.5 day. Later on, the polarization signal becomes395
negligible (κlfbb ∼ 400κlfes and κlrbb ∼ 40 000κlres at 3.5 days). Similar time-evolution are seen at396
different wavelengths.397
Polarization in our models is attributed to the partial coverage of the photosphere by the398
high-opacity lanthanide-rich material. The extent of the lanthanide-rich component is therefore an399
important parameter in setting the absolute polarization values. In particular, different values of Φ400
correspond to different regions of the ejecta bringing low-polarization contributions and thus they401
lead to different polarization signals. Fig. 4 shows polarization levels at 1.5 days for different val-402
ues of Φ: 15◦, 22.5◦, 30◦, 37.5◦ and 45◦. The maximum polarization level is reached for Φ = 30◦403
since in this configuration the partial coverage of the photosphere by the lanthanide-rich ejecta cor-404
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responds to half of the full solid angle, i.e. ∆Ω = 4pi × sin Φ = 2pi (see inset of Fig. 2). For lower405
values of Φ, the partial coverage of the photosphere is smaller and positive Q contributions from406
regions close to the equatorial plane partially cancel the negative contribution from polar regions,407
thus bringing the overall polarization signal to smaller absolute values. For higher values of Φ,408
instead, the partial coverage is higher, causing an increase in the contribution to the total flux of409
photons from the lanthanide-rich regions. Since these photon packets are preferentially unpolar-410
ized, the overall polarization level decreases. Nevertheless, polarization signals for cos θobs & 0.4411
are predicted to be similar for all the set of Φ values investigated since at relatively high latitudes412
the lanthanide-rich component is deeper inside the ejecta (see Fig. 1) and contributes less to the413
final emitted flux. Although hydrodynamical simulations45, 47, 55, 56 suggest that Φ might be in the414
range of 30−45 degrees, we note that larger values – not excluded per se – would be associated to415
negligible polarization signals (P . 0.2%).416
The location of the photosphere (parametrised by the photospheric velocity vph) has a rela-417
tively large impact on the polarization signal. In our fiducial model, with the photosphere modelled418
as a spherical surface at vph = 0.15 c, the polarization in the equatorial plane is P ∼ 0.8% at419
7000 A˚ and 1.5 days after the merger. Moving the photosphere to vph = 0.1 c, the relative increase420
in optical depth to the boundary is larger in the lanthanide-rich compared to the lanthanide-free421
regions. This means that the contribution of the lanthanide-rich region to the total flux changes422
from ∼ 93 per cent at vph = 0.15 c to ∼ 89 per cent at vph = 0.1 c. Because of the depolarizing423
contribution of the lanthanide-rich component, the decrease in flux corresponds to an increase in424
the overall polarization. Specifically, a polarization of P ∼ 1.9% is found for the model with425
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vph = 0.1 c, roughly twice as large compared to the fiducial model with vph = 0.15 c.426
Comparison with previous polarimetric studies427
Polarization signatures for similar geometries have been predicted in previous stellar57, 58 and428
supernova34, 59, 60 studies. The qualitative polarization behaviours identified in these works bear429
strong similarities to those found in our simulations. First, a polarization decrease to zero with430
increasing inclination (see Fig. 2) is predicted by previous studies adopting similar axisymmet-431
ric morphologies (see e.g. fig. 5b of 58, fig. 18 of 60 and fig. 7 of 34). Moreover, the temporal432
evolution of polarization seen in Fig. 3 is in qualitative agreement with that predicted by axisym-433
metric supernova models although over different time-scales (see e.g. fig. 16 of 34). Finally, the434
smaller polarization levels found at 5000 compared to 7000 A˚ (see Fig. 3) are reminiscent of those435
predicted in Type Ia supernova models and usually ascribed to the increasing importance of depo-436
larizing bound-bound transitions when moving from longer to shorter optical wavelengths61, 62.437
Differences in the adopted morphologies, opacities and densities make quantitative compar-438
isons between polarization levels from our simulations and those from the literature difficult. For439
instance, studies like 57, 58 neglect bound-bound opacities and focus on continuum processes by440
predicting the polarization signals as a function of the albedo a = κes/κtot = κes/(κes +κbf +κff),441
where κbf and κff are the bound-free and free-free opacities, respectively. In contrast, bound-free442
and free-free opacities are neglected in our simulations and the albedo computed as κes/(κes+κbb).443
More importantly, previous studies remove photons undergoing either bound-free or free-free in-444
teractions from the simulations. In contrast, no sink is introduced in our calculations and photons445
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undergoing bound-bound interactions are re-emitted isotropically and with no polarization. The446
different choices in the opacity sources and treatments make a significant impact on the predicted447
polarization levels.448
Although a full quantitative comparison is beyond the scope of this study, we note that po-449
larization percentages predicted here are in the same range found by previous works. For instance,450
our simulations adopt albedo of∼ 0 and∼ 0.5 at 1.5 days and at 7000 A˚ in the lanthanide-rich and451
lanthanide-free ejecta, respectively (see Methods - Simulation results). The resulting polarization452
level of ∼ 0.8 % for an equatorial viewing angle (see Fig. 2) is within the range of ∼ 0.2 − 1.5 %453
predicted by 58 for albedo between 0.1 and 0.5 (see their fig. 5b).454
Upper limits to AT 2017gfo intrinsic polarization455
The results of the polarimetric campaign carried out for AT 2017gfo are reported in 5. In spite456
of the fair signal-to-noise obtained with the observations, the main limitation to the derived upper457
limits, P < 0.4−0.5 %, is due to the effect of polarization induced by dust along the line of sight in458
both our and the host galaxy36. In fact, observation of stars in the field of view showed polarization459
from virtually zero up to ∼ 0.7 %. The polarization derived for AT 2017gfo during the first epoch460
(∼ 1.5 days after the event) is consistent with this value, while at later epoch only upper limits were461
obtained. Following a strategy already applied for supernova spectro-polarimetric observations462
(e.g. 38, 39), it is possible to derive a much better estimate for the first epoch polarization. According463
to the results of our analysis (see Polarization), the R band flux from the kilonova is completely non464
polarized for any viewing direction at epochs later than 2− 3 days, due to the high line opacity of465
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the emitting material. Therefore, by a weighted average of the results of the observations in the R466
band at all epochs but the first we can obtain a solid estimate of the polarization induced by any dust467
along the line of sight. Using data reported in Tables 1 and 2 in 5 we getQdust = −0.0021±0.0006468
and Udust = 0.0044 ± 0.0005, corresponding to Pdust = (0.49 ± 0.05)% and a position angle469
χdust = (58± 4)◦, in fair agreement with what it was observed for the field stars5. By subtracting470
the average value to Q and U obtained for the first epoch we then derive our best estimate of the471
intrinsic polarization from AT 2017gfo: Q = −0.0003± 0.0009 and U = 0.0009± 0.0005, which472
corresponds, following 63, to an upper limit of P < 0.18% at 95% confidence level.473
Code availability. The radiative transfer code POSSIS used in this work is not publicly avail-474
able. Results presented in this work are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable475
request.476
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Figure 1: Sketch of the fiducial kilonova model used in this work. A meridional cross section of the ejecta
is shown. Two ejecta components are adopted: a first component distributed around the equatorial plane and
characterized by lanthanide-elements opacities (“lanthanide-rich component”, in red) and a second com-
ponent at higher latitudes characterized by lower opacities (“lanthanide-free component”, in blue). These
are grossly responsible for the “red” and “blue” components introduced to model the observed spectra of
AT 2017gfo7, 8. The half-opening angle of the lanthanide-rich region is set to Φ = 30◦. Polarization signals
are calculated as a function of viewing angle θobs, where cos θobs = 1 corresponds to the polar direction.
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Figure 2: Predicted linear polarization at 1.5 days and at 7000 A˚ as a function of the viewing angle of
the system, θobs (yellow stars). Uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size. The Stokes parameter Q
expresses the difference in intensity between the electric field components along the vertical and horizontal
direction. The blue shaded area marks the range of polarization estimated for AT 2017gfo after removing
the interstellar polarization contribution (see Methods - Upper limits to AT 2017gfo intrinsic polarization)
from the signal detected in 5. The very small level of polarization in AT 2017gfo is consistent with a system
observed within 65 degrees from the polar axis (cos θobs & 0.4), a value that is less restrictive but consistent
with independent estimates from the literature1, 7, 40–42. The inset shows contributions to Q for an equatorial
viewing angle (cos θobs = 0), with the red horizontal lines delimiting the lanthanide-rich ejecta component
(cf Fig. 1) and the size of each pixel equal to 0.025 c. Contributions from regions between the horizontal red
lines are preferentially depolarized by bound-bound interactions in the lanthanide-rich component (green,
Q ∼ 0) while those at higher latitudes are preferentially polarized by electron scattering (blue, Q < 0) in
the lanthanide-free component.
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Figure 3: Linear polarization Q for an equatorial viewing angle (cos θobs = 0) at different wavelengths
and epochs. Wavelengths are chosen to match several often used broadband astronomical filters. The best
chances for a positive detection are predicted around 7000 A˚ (R band) and at relatively early epochs (1 −
2 days from the merger). The polarization in the optical becomes negligible from 2−3 days after the merger,
thus providing a powerful way to characterize the time-independent interstellar polarization in AT 2017gfo
and future kilonova events. Uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size for most datapoints.
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Figure 4: Impact of the half-opening angle of the lanthanide-rich ejecta, Φ, on the polarization signal
predicted at 7000 A˚ and 1.5 days after the merger. The blue shaded area marks the range of polarization
estimated for AT 2017gfo after removing the interstellar polarization contribution (see Methods - Upper
limits to AT 2017gfo intrinsic polarization) from the signal detected in 5. At low inclinations (cos θobs .
0.2), the largest polarization degree is found for Φ = 30◦, corresponding to the lanthanide-rich ejecta
covering half of the full solid angle (∆Ω = 2pi). Similar polarization levels are found for viewing angles
closer to the polar direction (cos θobs & 0.4). The plot highlights how constraints derived in this study for
the inclination of AT 2017gfo, cos θobs & 0.4, are rather insensitive to the choice of Φ. Uncertainties are






















































































Figure 5: Opacities for the lanthanide-free component at high latitudes (blue) and lanthanide-rich compo-
nent at low latitudes (red) at 1.5 (panel a), 2.5 (b), 3.5 (c) and 5.5 (d) days after the merger. Solid lines refer
to bound-bound opacities, while horizontal dashed lines to electron scattering opacities. Bound-free and
free-free opacities are neglected as they are between ∼ 5 and 12 orders of magnitudes smaller than electron
scattering and bound-bound opacities at epochs and wavelengths (5000, 7000, 10 000 and 15 000 A˚, vertical
lines) considered in this work.
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Figure 6: Bound-bound opacities used in the simulations as a function of time since merger. Opacities are
shown for lanthanide-free (panel a) and lanthanide-rich (panel b) components at wavelengths (5000, 7000,
10 000 and 15 000 A˚) and epochs (1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.5 days) considered in this work. Values are calculated by
averaging bound-bound opacities of Fig. 5 over a range of ∆λ = 500 A˚ centered at the desired wavelengths.
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